Install your Temporary Guardrails as Soon as Dangerous Fall Situations Develop.

Used by thousands of building contractors worldwide.

Incorporate the Safety Boot Guardrail System into your safety program because Safety Can't Wait

Receive Easy to follow Installation Instructions and detailed illustrations in English and Spanish on how to Quickly build OSHA COMPLIANT guardrail and stair rail systems.

Safety CAN'T WAIT

Install your Temporary Guardrails as Soon as Dangerous Fall Situations Develop.

Guardrail System
Proactive
Protect open areas in minutes and provide continuing fall protection throughout all construction phases including drywall installation.

Proven
Receive STRESS TEST DOCUMENTATION, certified by a third party engineering firm, with every order (stress test documentation is required by OSHA on all temporary guardrail systems).

Don’t wait until tomorrow – or worse, next week. Install your TEMPORARY GUARDRAILS TODAY!

Keep a supply of Safety Boots on site for immediate protection as dangerous open edges and fall situations are created.

Have 24 hour fall protection; Protect your job site BEFORE your workers leave for the day.

OWN IT YOURSELF and use for years to come–don’t pay costly fees renting the same equipment over and over.

Phone: 1-800-804-4741
Fax: 1-800-914-8019
www.safetyboot.com
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